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Hot News ________________ 
  

Founder brought its full function printing factory to ChinaPrint 2013  
 

China Print 2013 was held from May 14th to 18th.  There were 1326 exhibitors from 28 countries partici-

pated and more than 183,000 visitors enjoyed the exhibition, which increased by 60% compare with 

ChinaPrint 2009. 

 

A 500 sqm Founder booth located in E2-030 was built into a full function printing factory. Founder provide 

a new operation mode for all the visitors with its whole series product line. Founder digital printing system 

P5100, P5200, L1400, H500, together with new printing workflow and other printing software, the exhibi-

tion visitors all experienced the power and fun of printing here and the customers can always find an effec-

tive option here. 
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With 25-year experience of dedicating in printing industry, P5100 is introduced as the ever best price/

performance inkjet press solutions, not only because of the price, but thanks to creatve R&D team brought 

up innovative technologies. Two of them are benefiting the most, Taichi Tower© extends life time of jet 

head greater than 10%, minimizes the service actions due to heating caused nozzle block, a big save of ap-

proximate 30% of wash ink and related off time. And, Direct Stream© delivers paper front & back side in 

smarter way, non-turn-bar transportation mean brings a greater stable of web paper feeding. 

PaSharp V5.5 is now open for order 

 

PaSharp V5.5 has been officially released and is now open for order. 

The new version of PaSharp support Adobe Illustrator CS6.  

Water-based inkjet imager plays a water game of printing, while the dryer has to play the fire game to dry 

the water-based prints. The two facts are the key technologies presenting inkjet press alive, but they are 

also building the main competition damaging the production -- the fire hot dryer is burning & blocking the 

jet nozzles. The innovative Taichi Tower© maintains excellent playground to both of the water and the 

fire, while benefiting each other. 

 

Direct Stream © 

Duplex printing usually demands traditional turn-bar unit turning paper from one side to the other, at the 

mean time it trembles the paper transportation, which requires more complex and expensive stabilizing sys-

tem and tension adjustment. Founder Direct Stream© drives both sides in a smarter, simple but more stable 

way. 

 

Product News ______________ 
  

 

Founder released EagleJet P5100 on ChinaPrint 2013 

 
EagleJet P5100, a smart designed digital text printing solution. 

Technical Highlight 

 

Taichi Tower © 
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